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PUBLICATIONS

I. General
Proceedings, International Association of Orientalist Librarians, Ninth General Meeting at the
34 ICANAS, 24-25 August 1993, Hong Kong. Edited by Julia L. Y. Chan and Betty
W. Lee. Hong Kong: University of Hong Kong Libraries for the International
Association for Orientalist Librarians, 1993. ISBN: 962-7892-01-7. xxvi, 345 pages.
US$35.00.
The 1993 proceedings of the International Association of Orientalist Librarians
(IAOL) has recently been published by the University of Hong Kong Libraries, Hong
Kong. Edited by Julia Chan and Betty Lee, this 345-page volume consists of twentythree papers which were presented at the Ninth General Meeting held in Hong
Kong, August 24-25, in conjunction with the 34th International Congress of Asian and
North African Studies. These papers cover a wide range of topics, such as Arabic
manuscripts, publishing in India, preservation of library materials in Southeast Asia,
library resources for Hong Kong studies, Japanese research resources for Buddhist
studies, and academic libraries in Asia, Australia, Europe, and North America.
All I A O L members receive the Proceedings free of charge. Extra copies are available
at $35 per copy. Please send your orders to: I A O L Secretary-Treasurer, Kenneth
Klein, East Asian Library, University of Southern California Library, University Park,
CA 90089-0182. FAX: 213-749-1045. Phone: 213-740-1772.
I A O L also publishes the IAOL Bulletin. The annual subscription for institutions is
fixed at $20 and for individuals at $15 ($25 for two years). Members are entitled to
receive the Bulletin and other publications of the IAOL.
For membership
information, please contact Dr. Klein's office.
(William S. Wong)

II. China
CINFOLINK Directory of Information Services in China: A Guide to Selected Electronic
Databases, Information Networks and Sources of Publications in the People's Republic
of China and Hong Kong. Edited by Harry Campbell. Toronto: Espial Productions
Ltd., 1993. 188 pages. ISBN: 0-919027-24-1. US$50.00.
This directory is a product of the China Co-operative Library and Information
Science Linkage Project (CINFOLINK), initiated by Espial Productions of Toronto
in 1988. It was compiled and edited by Harry Campbell, a consultant to China's
scientific, technical, and educational agencies since 1981. The purpose of the
Directory is to provide for English language readers a selective guide to current
publicly available sources on information from the People's Republic of China and
Hong Kong.
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The Directory is organized into two sections. Section I, Directory of Selected
Electronic Databases in China, provides full descriptions of 171 electronic database
services (out of more than 800 databases as of early 1993) created since 1988 which
are currently available and are of value to users outside of China. Databases
included are basically of two main types: factual or bibliographic. They are
classified into four categories: general, social sciences, physical sciences, and
technology. Each category is further subdivided into subjects. A typical database
description includes the following information: symbol (as assigned in China), type
(factual, bibliographic, or both), title (in English, and in Chinese if available),
contents, language (almost all of the publications are in the Chinese language),
annual increase (by number of items), size, updating frequency, date of commence
ment, producer, distributor, contact person, printed publication, telephone, fax,
additional formats, status (publicly available or under development), price, and
document delivery (as indicated by the producer or distributor). Two indexes
complete this section: Title and Symbol Index to Databases and Producer Index to
Databases.
Section II, Directory of Selected Information Sources and Services, consists of two
groups of information: Part A, associations, societies, and research institutes of the
Chinese Academy of Science; and Part B, universities, colleges, teaching institutes,
and selected leading provincial public and special libraries. The section lists 223
organizations issuing more than 800 principal periodicals and other publications and
providing services to users abroad. The coverage of subjects in this section
corresponds closely to those in Section I so that publications can be located in the
electronic databases in Section I. A typical entry in this section includes: name of
the organization, address, telephone, fax, services, publications, activities, holdings,
exchange information, and special holdings. There are also two indexes for this
section: Title Index to Information Services and Sources and Subject Index to
Information Services and Sources.
A list of twenty-three selected database
distribution firms in Taiwan with selection of titles from each firm, prepared by the
Institute for Information Industry, Taipei, Taiwan, is appended.
A brief introduction precedes each section, defining the scope, selection criteria,
methodology, and limitations of the project. Users of the Directory need to be aware
that the Directory is by no means a comprehensive compilation as it was not prepared
under any government auspices and hence many known sources of information are
not included. In addition, the size and quality of the databases vary greatly;
interested users are encouraged to contact each individual agency for details. The
Directory, nonetheless, highlights the present range of information service networks
in China, including many that are still under development. O n e would wish that the
Directory would be updated frequently in the future to reflect the market-oriented
economy and the rapidly changing information scene in China.
(Karen T. Wei)
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